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Fewer GP appointments and the COVID lockdown have exacerbated declining continuity of care in English general practices.

A lack of available appointments and the aftermath of the COVID pandemic have exacerbated declining continuity of care in General Practices across England. Being able to get an appointment at GP surgeries and to see the same doctor improves patient health, is a more cost-effective use of health care resources, and is popular.

A new study, led by the University of Leicester, analyzed data across 6,010 English practices between 2018 and 2022, using continuity data from the General Practice Patient Survey which showed that fewer patients both had and were able to see a preferred doctor in their practices.

The national average dropped from 29.3% to 19% of patients in just four years, with the decline steepening following the COVID-19 lockdown. Although the decline occurred across all types of practices, differences between practices widened over this period.

The study examined a range of factors related to both patients and their practices in order to determine whether any were linked to the rate at which continuity was declining. These included the percentage of
patients with White ethnicity, the numbers of GPs and nurses per 10,000 patients, and the percentage of patients reporting being able to get a same day appointment, as well as the practice's deprivation score and region in England.

Dr. Steven Levene from the Department of Population Health Sciences at the University, who led the study, said, "Our study showed slower declines in continuity in practices with more doctors and with higher percentages of patients seen on the same day as booking. However, continuity declined more quickly in practices where continuity had previously been better, where there were higher percentages of patients of White ethnicity, or practices located in many areas outside of London."

The rate of declining continuity was not associated with deprivation, whether the practice was urban or rural, practice size, nurse numbers, NHS contract type or NHS practice funding.

The study has now been published in the journal *Annals of Family Medicine*.

Dr. Levene said, "Patients who can regularly see the same doctor usually have increased satisfaction with their care, while avoiding having to repeat their medical history leads to a more efficient use of time and resources.

"The surge in demand following lockdown and the backlog of work have resulted in higher workloads in already overstretched practices: not only are patients finding it harder to get an appointment, but this is less likely to be with their regular practitioner. Not surprisingly, public satisfaction with the NHS is at a record low and improving access to a GP appointment is the top reported priority for patients ([British Social Attitudes survey](#)).
"The number of qualified GPs has remained relatively static while the population continues to grow. Despite more GPs being trained, a recent poll of GPs revealed many are struggling to find an NHS GP post; yet an established NHS scheme to support practices financially to expand their workforce excludes doctors.

"The disappearance of continuity of care should not be inevitable. By prompt effective nationwide action to help practices provide enough appointments and prioritize continuity more within appointment systems, and to remedy shortages of GPs in many practices, the NHS might be able to halt and then reverse this worrying trend. Continuity of care matters – to patients, to the better delivery of health care, and to the health of the country."
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